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Geomorphological processes at work on the coastal landforms are

influenced by a number of environmental factors. The coastal area

is a scene of interaction between different spheres of the earth

like hydrosphere, lithosphere, atmosphere, biosphere and technosphere.

Each of these sPhere~has its own influence on the development of the

coastal landforms.

This paper tries to explain the effect of the seqr level change on

geomorphological processes taking into account the influence imparted

by each of the attributes of the above mentioned spheres.

The understanding of these processes will enable the effects of

various human interferences to be predicted and are important in

coastal land management and conservation of coastal natural resources.
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I N T ROD U C T ION

The coast is where land meets the sea and coastal geomorphology

is the study of the wide range landforms which develop where the

land meets the sea. It studies the evolution of the coastal landforms,

processes at work (their dynamics) and the changes taking place.

Geomorphological processes at work on the coastal landforms are

influenced by a member of environmental factors. These environmental

factors are biological, geological, climatic and human. The coastal

zone is therefore a scene of interaction between different spheres of

the earth as the hydrosphere, the lithosphere, the atmosphere, the

biosphere and the technosphere, that is, the sphere of socio-economic

activities of man.

The waves provide the energy which alter processes acting on the

relief and the substance of the lithosphere at the coastal zone. The

energy of the waves vary from one sector of the coast to another.

Features related to structure and lithology of rocks along the coast

are influenced by the geological factor.

The structure and lithology of the rocks which make up the hinterland,

the coast and the near shore zone have great influence on the coast

in terms of the sources of the sediments which build up depositional

forms. These also influence the type of the coast in terms of their

resistence to erosion.

The climatic factor is important in terms of weathering and eroding

coastal rock outcrops, which result from chemical, physical and

biological processes. Therefore regional variations of climate are
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marked by contrasted modes of geomorphological evolution of the

coast. Wind for example provides energy for the waves which erode

the cliffs, transport the sediments along the coast and build up

depositional forms like sand dunes, spits, sand bars and beaches.

The range of organisms like corals and other associated reef building

organisms and mangroves are confined to intertropical zones. The

effect of organisms may be erosional (like porrowing organisms)

protective or constructive (like corals).

We can therefore say that the coastal evolution can be considered

in terms of morphogenetic systems within which the various factors

influence the geomorphological process acting upon the coast.

Human beings may directly modify the coastal zone by building seawalls,

breakwaters and dumping materials on the coast and offshore. These

interferences have direct effect of accentuating erosion and deposition

on adjacent sectors of the coast (see fig. 5).

Any attempts to modify coastal features as halting erosion or prevent

the silting of a harbour entrance require the understanding of the

factors and processes at work in the coastal morphogentic system:

the pattern of change, the source of sediments, the path of sediment

flow and the quantities involved over a given period of time. Such

knowledge enables the effects of various kinds of human interferences

to be predicted and are important in coastal land management and

conservation of coastal natural resources.
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CHANGES OF THE SEA LEVEL

Changes of the sea level may involve negative movement of the

base level, that is movements involving the rise of the land

relative to the sea OR positive movements of the base level,

that is sinking of the land relative to the sea.

These changes of the base level or sea level constitute the

interruption in the cycles of erosion at the coast.

The changes of the sea lev7l may be caused by:-

a) Eustatic movements involving downward and upward movements of

sea level resulting from:

i) Gradual erosional transfer of weathered materials from

mountains into the sea and filling the ocean basin with

sediments. These are also refered as sedimento 

Eustatic movements.

ii) Climatic change and their effect on the glacier (glacier

may melt or contract). Periods of low sea level coincide

with periods of glacial advance and glacial retreat is

linked with high sea. This is linked with the cooling

caused by contraction of the molecules of water mass,

thus lowering the sea level. These movements are also

called Glacio-Eustatic.

iii) The sinking of the ocean floor to form a geosyncline or the

uplift of the land in the tectonic movements of a major

orogenic cycle. These movements change the configuration

and the capacity of ocean basins. This may lead to formation

of small basins leading to sea rising or large basin leading

to sea falling. These movements are called Tectono - Eustatic.
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b) Another cause of the sea level change may be due to the

adjustment of the earth's crust as a result of the load of

ice, lava or accumulation of sedimentary deposits. The

loaded section sinks and the unloaded section rises. This is

a rising or the sinking of the crust of the earth in response

to denudation or sediment accummutation. This type of change

is due to Isostatic compensation or readjustment of the earth's

crust to the load.

c) The changes of sea level may also be caused by Tectonic movements

which are upward and downward movement of the land. This

movement of the land affects the level of the sea.

Tectonic movements may be:-

i) Epeirogenic .movements which are broadscale elevations or

depressions of extensive regions like continents and

Ocean basins whose warping may be restricted to hinge lines.

ii) Orogenic movements which are more complicated deformations

associated with folding, faulting, warping and tilting of

the land. This is a processes by which mountains are formed.

The above mentioned are some of the causes of the sea level

changes whose effects are very much reflected on the coastal

land features, a field of interest to a geomorphologist.
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THE MAJOR COASTAL FACTORS/ASPECTS SENSITIVE TO SEA LEVEL CHANGE

The coastal features are very sensitive to sea level changes. Their

activity and dynamics depend on the level of the sea. The sea level

determines the effect of waves on the cliffs, the depositional

features and the supply of nutrients for constructive organisms like

coral reefs to continue to survive. The presence of corals have

conspicuous landform reflection along the coast. Among the most

important agents of landform modification at the coast are:

1) Waves which erode the coast and deposit materials somewhere along

the coast forming different types of coastal features. The effect

of the waves on the coastline depends on the sea level at that

time.

2) Rivers bring materials from the hinterland and deposit at the

coast forming deltas. These sediments are sources of materials

and sands for dune formation nearby.

3) Organisms like corals, which through their life span, build

fringing reefs along the coast. Their survival depends on the level

of the sea.

4) Man through his search for survival modifies the coast to suit his

own interests by building different structures. These structures

may be vulnerable to wave action depending on the level of the

sea.

Figure 1, shows the natural development of simple depositional forms.

The main factors responsible for their development are the amount of

sediments, direction of the wave approach, sources of sediments

reflecting the rocktype and area of erosion, and the orientation of
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the coastline. The depositional features are formed on low energy

sections of the coast. If the direction of waves approach, sources

of sediment flow etc change:, then the development of the depositional

features will also change as shown in figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the effect of wave refraction on coastal modification.

Continued concentration of waveS on the headland will result on a

concentration of erosion on headlands leading ultimately to a

smoothing out of coastline. The materials eroded will be carried by

waves and deposited elsewhere. This can be observed along most parts

of the Kenyan coastline.

Figure 4 shows the effect of river deposition on the coast. They can

develope different types of depositional forms at the river mouth.

The river mouths may be classified as:

i) Lobate deltas which occur where the river builds into the sea,

but the wave is effective in redistributing sediments along

the coastal barriers. The fluvial action is more dominant here

than the tidal and wave action.

ii) Elongated deltas are formed where the alluvium is abandant and

the river can build the delta into the sea and wave action is

limited. Here again fluvial action dominates over tidal and

wave action.

iii) Cuspate deltas occur where wave erosion dominates the distribution

of sediments away from the river mouth. Most of the sediments

are transported along the coast and beach and barrier ridges are

built flanking the river mouth. The ridges can help date the

prograding shorelines which mark the advancing coast.

. . . . .. /7.
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iv) Crenulate deltas form where tidal currents produce numerous

sandy islands separated by tidal channels along the delta

front. The fluvial sediments are reworked into bars and low

sandy islands radiating from river mouth. Muds and silts

accummulate in land forming marshes and tidal flats. The

study of the morphological forms and their spatial distribution

at the river mouth may give clues to the changing levels of

the sea. Sediments carried by rivers to the sea may be

redistributed by the waves and the South East monsoons to

give sourcesof sands for dune replenishment as it is the case

at the Sabaki and Tana River mouths in Kenya.

The river mouth therefore is an ideal area for the study of

the sea level changes as recorded by the morphological forms

(dunes, sand bars etc.) found nearby. The rise of the sea

level may lead to erosion of the dunes and the redistribution

of the sands eroded elsewhere along the coast. The dunes

will retreat landwards. The river mouths will be flooded

backwards hence drowning the structures and land nearby.

All these will be reflected on the landforms.

Along most of the tropical Coast there is abundance of coral

reefs forming very conspicuous landforms. Their survival

depends on the temperature and the level of water and its

content. They survive well on clear salty water devoid of

sediment pollution. The position of the accummulation of

corals will fluctuate with the level of the sea because

corals cannot tolerate exposure above the water and very deep

where light is not enough. Therefore the location of coral
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landforms of different ages will tell the sea level position at

that given time. Rise of the sea level will necessitate the growth

of corals to be towards the land far from the present position

and vice versa when sea falls. Biological processes can also

facilitate and cause erosion on the coast cliffs, for example boring

mollusks, marine worms and sponges destroy rocks. The effect of the

above mentioned adjust according to the level of the sea which supports

their survival and activities.

A variety of human activities can induce, sea cliff erosion.

Urbanization results in increased runoff which if not controlled,

carefully collected and diverted away from the sea cliff can result

in serious erosion. Watering lawns and gardens on top of the sea

cliff adds water "to the slope. This water tends to migrate towards

the base of the cliff where it may emerge as small seeps or springs,

reducing the stability of the sea cliffs and facilitating landslides.

Human interference with natural sea processes has caused considerable

coastal erosion particularly in areas that are highly populated and

developed like in tourist hotel clusters along Kenya coast. Some

examples of human modification of the coast are summarised in the

figure 5. Construction of structures may lead to deposition on one

side while accentuating erosion on the other side. This is a natural

process of maintaining the natural equillibrium along the coastline.

A rise of sea level will mean that these processes will move landwards

and attack the existing structures built close to the sea.
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GEOMORPHOLOGICAL IMPUTS

Geomorphologists involved in geomorphological mapping and Terrain

analysis, study and describe the landforms, and their developmental

processes and investigate the relationship between these forms and

processes in their spatial arrangements over time. The pursuit of

their study takes geomorphologist into the field.

Aerial photographs and other images obtained from aeorospace have

contributed substantially to the study of landforms, geomorphological

processes and terrain conditions.

The study of landforms, depending on the aim of the work, may lay

emphasis on forms only, on the processes that tend to change the forms,

on the genesis and evolution of the forms or on their environmental

context. In all a geomorphologist is interested on the characteristics

of relief which can be interpreted in a genetic or an environmental sense.

Geomorphologist are able to do this because the environmental changes

taking place are often reflected on the surface landforms which can

easily be observed in the field and aerospace images. Geomorphologist

can contribute alot in the study of the coastal forms of relief and

give clues to the possible forces behind their formation and development.

In this context geomorphologist can play one of the leading roles in

the study of sea level changes just by observing the changes taking

place on the coastal landforms and at the river mouths. The different

levels of the sea are recorded by different erosional and depositional

forms. The main contribution of a geomorphologist is to systematically

map the changes taking place at the coast and then analyse them together

with other environmental factors. This will lead to the prediction of
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the trend of the development of the morphological forms through

the production of a series of geopotential and hazard maps of the

coastal area. These maps can be very useful to planners and other

authorities involved in coastal management and conservation.
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